
Purchasing Equipment for a New Lab
When starting a new lab and purchasing 

equipment, it is essential to use a practical 
yet comprehensive approach. There are 

many suppliers marketing equipment for your 
needs, therefore it is important to evaluate 
your needs and thoroughly research the 

equipment sources to understand the value 
and the return on investment. Having a sound 
game plan will ensure you get what you want 

and avoid compromises.

Assess the needs of the lab  
The equipment, consumables, and accessories that 

are needed will depend on the type of lab you plan 
to run and the applications you plan to target. Will 

you be performing genomic experiments, proteomic 
experiments, or other types of research? How 
many researchers plan to use the equipment?

1 8 Follow up post-sale
Established and reputable suppliers will go 
the extra mile to be certain the customer is 
satisfied. Support offered through tutorials, 
application notes, webinars, and other 
resources can be extremely helpful to guide 
you on your journey. A top supplier is one 
that shares your goal of finding solutions and 
advancing science. 

Develop a checklist
Draw out a comprehensive roadmap and 
compose a checklist of equipment needs 

for each area of the lab. This will help 
to keep things organized as you gather 

information and quotes.

3 6 Consider optional features
Does the supplier offer warranties, 
guarantees, training, and/or service contracts? 
Are there options for on-site training and 
method development?  What resources are 
available from the supplier to assist in the 
operation of the equipment?

4Research the equipment
Reach out to your network to get feedback on the right equipment 

for the application. Consider equipment features and the 
availability of warranties and service options. Be aware that lab 

instruments typically require specific reagents and consumables. 
To keep the equipment running, these components must be 

available, so check for supply chain issues.

5 Identify and prioritize suppliers
Ask your colleagues about their preferred suppliers and 
customer experiences. Is the sales staff knowledgeable 
and willing to find the right solutions for your needs? Are 
they asking scientific questions to ensure the instrument is 
capable of addressing your hypothesis? Make a prioritized 
list of suppliers for each type of equipment that is needed.

Consider the different 
workflows

Lab equipment typically fits into a 
workflow specific to the intended 

application. Consider the complete 
workflow, from sample prep to analysis 

and results, and what equipment and 
consumables are required at each step. 

2 7 Secure the budget and 
the purchase
Having your budget approved and 
money “in hand” is of great value 
in ensuring speedy purchases and 
receipt of equipment. Prioritize good 
communication to ensure proper 
delivery and installation.

Steps and considerations to make the process successful from start to finish
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